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CITY STREETS  
City streets are full of light. Streetlights and store windows provide a tremendous variety of 
colors, angles, and intensities. If you are going to shoot a scene on a city street, pick a street 
that has a few store windows that leave their lights on all night. Set your camera on an angle 
where you don’t see too far down the street— less to light, more control. Now, remember that 
at night, light comes directly down from the streetlights over a person, but also on an angle 
from the streetlights across the street, behind the person and in front of him or her. The 
downlight should be your strongest, as it would appear that way to the human eye. You can 
pick a spot for the subjects to stand based on where there already is a puddle of light from a 
streetlamp, or you can easily create your own streetlight effect.  
 
On the film Murder at Café Noir (2004), we shot a bunch of quick shots for a montage in 
Atlantic City on the streets at night without any lights. Every location was selected based on the 
amount of light being given off by the casino signs— which are really bright. The camera was 
always positioned to show a lot of other lit-up buildings in the background. This was a fast 
montage, so it worked fine. They did something similar on Project Runway once at dawn with 
the contestants walking past Times Square. The segment producer, the director, and the 
camera operators picked the route in advance based on how the group would be passing the 
neon lights on Broadway. The cameras were balanced for 4,300 Kelvin to mix the streetlights, 
the neon signs, and the light of dawn. 
 
 
WHITE REFERENCE  
The streetlamp gave us a nice bright “white reference,” which is a bright light in frame that 
establishes in the viewer’s mind what is “normal” illumination and “normal” color. Many DPs do 
this by making sure there is a streetlamp or bright house window or a car headlight in frame 
and overexposed. Subliminally, the viewer interprets the overexposed white light as being 
normal brightness, and then accepts whatever else is lit in the scene as taking place in the 
shadows. Even if we expose correctly for the subject, the use of a bright, burned-out “white 
reference” will make viewers feel like they are looking into the dark —as if their eyes have 
adjusted and they can now see into the shadows. 
 
 
MOONLIGHT  
As stated earlier, outdoors there are a number of sources of light, including incandescent light 
from the windows of houses and buildings, sodium vapor pinkish/ orange light from 
streetlamps, headlights from cars, which vary according to manufacturer of vehicle, light 
pollution bounced off the sky if is humid or cloudy, and, of course, moonlight. Our brains do the 
best they can white-balancing all this mess, and the majority of the time, moonlight will still 
seem blue. If we are out on a mountaintop or a wide-open desert, or on the deck of a ship at 
night in the middle of the ocean, moonlight might not look blue to our eyes, since our brain has 
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nothing to compare it to. But basically, it is part of the worldwide, cross-cultural visual language 
that moonlight is blue—that night is blue. So, when lighting night scenes, it is common practice 
to add some blue light. 
 
 
Streetlights  
When shooting a scene on a city street at night, we often want the effect of walking under 
streetlights. The common practice of rigging lights high up, usually 1kW open-face units, aimed 
down to create a puddle of light, works well. These can be rigged on telephone poles, off fire 
escapes, on top of tall street signs, or even on real lamp posts. Keep in mind that real 
streetlamps are usually sodium vapor discharge lamps, which produce an amber/ orange-like 
color, or mercury vapor, which produce a murky green /gray color. We can attempt to 
overpower these with our own lights or just mix them to keep the strange but familiar 
streetlight color. Rosco makes gels to simulate these two streetlight colors, so we can create 
our own streetlight looks whenever and wherever we want. One consideration when rigging a 
film light as a light post, is running the cable to power the light and keeping it out of the shot. 
 
 
Glare and Flare  
Another standard practice in shooting night exteriors is to wet down the street. The reflections 
and glare off the wet surface add a nice nocturnal feeling to the image. Wetting the street 
makes it read blacker on camera, and wetting a sidewalk also makes it turn darker and not read 
so white. The glare from the wet surface can often provide the white reference for the shot. 
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